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UNITED STATES 

1,612,03 2 

PATENT OFFICE. 
VICTORINO LOREN2O, OF BUENOSAIRES, ARGENTINA, 

CHANGEABLE EPRICE SIGN. 

Application fied April 2, 1924, Serial No. 708,807, and in Argentina April 18, 1923. 
This invention relates to a new and im 

proved system of loose letters, figures and 
characters, in combination with a base or 
surface to be used as a background for the 
same, for the purpose of making in a rapid, 
artistic, economical and easily variable man 
ner, signs and any kind of inscriptions for 
the exhibition of merchandise, or foi' other 
sinnilair uses. 

It consists substantially of a convenient 
collection of characters, letters, figures and 
the like, drawn on and cut out from any ap 
propriate material such as cardboard, metal, 
etc., (which although not used for printing 
purposes, for the sake of brevity in this de 
scription will be called “types”), in com 
bination with a plane surface to form a 
background and support fol' the same, the 
types being provided on their back sides 

20 with convenient spikes for fastening them to 
the background, which may also be pro 
vided with convenient holes for receiving 
said spikes. 

In the accompanying drawings illustra 
25 tive of a convenient embodiment of the in 
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vention: 
Fig. 1 shows a sign card composed of four 

types, of which the second large one and the 
second small one have been removed in order 
to show the holes in the background; 

Fig. 2 is an elevational view looking to 
ward the inner face of one of the characters: 

Fig. 3 is a cross section of the arrange 
ment shown in Fig. 1. and 

Fig. 4 is a vertical sectional detail of a 
slightly modified form of the invention. 

In all the above mentioned figures the 
same reference character's indicate like or 
corresponding parts. 
The sheet (t, folming the background of 

the sign and sappoit to the types, is per 
forated as indicated at b. These perfora 
tions l may be made for each occasion as re 
quired, or they may be permanently pro 
vided in horizontal and pright rows and at 
iiniform distances apart, as shown in the 
lower right hand corner of Fig. 1. in the 
latter case the spikes on the back of the 
types will be at correspondingly uniform 
distances apart, which is not the case in the 
types shown in said figure. 
The types a are provided on their backs 

with one or more spikes d of such diameter 

as to fit tightly into the perforations b So 
that they have to be forced into the latter 
by a slight pressure in order that they may 
be held firmly therein. Generally speak 
ing, the smaller sizes will have a single spike, 
and the larger one two or more as may be 
necessary. They may be of cylindrical or 
Square section, tapering or not, a very con 
venient form being that shown in Fig. 4 of 
the drawings, in which the spikes are shown 
in the form of headed studs, thus permitting 
them to be easily introduced but firmly held 
in place when driven “home'. For the same 
purpose the holes in the background sheet 
may be made tapering, 
The lines of holes, instead of being 

straight may also be curved or fanciful in 
O'der to produce artistic effects in the sign 
or inscription. 
The material for the types as well as for 

the background sheets may be metal, card 
board, celluloid or any adequate material. 
The background sheet may also be made of 
rubber, cork or like elastic material, in which 
case the type spikes may be sharp, pointed 
and no holes will be necessaly, as the spikes 
will enter easily and the holes close and be 
come invisible after the spikes are retired 
therefrom. 

Having thus described my invention what 
I claim and desire to protect by Letters Pat 
ent of the United States of America, is:- 
A changeable price sign of the character 

described including in combination, a rela 
tively thin flexible plate provided with a 
pitality of small openings arranged 
equidistantly with respect to each other and 
in rows extending transversely and longi 
tudinally of the plate, a plurality of change 
able characters and headed spikes projecting 
outwardly from the inner faces of the char 
acters at suitable distances from each other 
and corresponding to the distances at which 
the openings in the plate are spaced from 
each other and adapted to be sprung into en 
gagement, with the openings so as to se 
curely yet detachably hold the characters on 
the plate, substantially as and for the pur 
poses set forth. -- 
Signed at Buenos Aires, Argentine Rep 

ublic this 11th day of March A. D. 1924. 

VICTORINO LORENZO. 
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